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Overview: Announced today, Starbucks and Spotify will enter a multi-year relationship that will weave 
together Starbucks in-store music, our mobile apps, and Spotify's industry-leading digital music 
streaming platform. This new music experience will offer our customers access through our mobile 
apps to Starbucks most popular music and the ability to influence in-store playlists. MSR customers will 
also be able to earn My Starbucks Rewards benefits “Stars as Currency”. Specific to you, our partners: 
this announcement comes with an enhancement to your partner digital experience both in and out of 
store: a premium subscription to Spotify for every Starbucks partner in the US, followed shortly 
thereafter by partners in Canada and the UK, at no charge. 
 

 
Why is this only in the US for now? Which other countries will be integrated?  
This is the first of its kind experience and we want to make sure we get it right. We are launching in the 
U.S. first and plan to fine tune the experience before rolling out to Canada and UK, which will follow. As 
of today, the timeline is flexible to allow for the best partner and customer experiences. We expect this 
will be available to US partners this summer, with Canada and UK partners receiving their Spotify 
Premium memberships as the partnership begins to land outside of the US.  
 
Are all partners in these countries included? 
Yes, partners of every Starbucks brand in the US, Canada and UK will receive a Spotify premium 
membership. 
 
Does this mean partners will control our music in stores?  
Partners will be able to influence our in-store music through new tools created by Spotify. More details 
will be provided as we roll to US stores this fall. 
 
How will we be able to design playlists? 
We’ll have more to share in the coming months (but we’re super excited about what this means for 
partners to influence the music in our stores!) 
 
Will we still receive PlayNetwork CDs for our overhead music?  
PlayNetwork is a key partner in creating this new digital music ecosystem. There will be no immediate 
changes to PlayNetwork, but we will evaluate our music delivery format as we rollout Spotify. (Hint, 
hint: our plan is to bring our approach to PlayNetwork into the digital age, so while the relationship isn’t 
changing, the need to load those CDs will.)  
 
Is this agreement the reason we exited the CD business this year? 
No. We see this as an evolution of the way we bring great music to our partners and customers. We 
stopped featuring CDs in stores when this format declined in relevancy. Our agreement with Spotify 
shows that our commitment to artists has never been stronger—this agreement will allow us to bring 
our curated music to partners and customers in new ways. 
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How quickly will changes roll out to all stores?  
We plan to roll this out to all U.S. stores beginning this fall. Canada and the UK will be the next 
company-operated markets to follow. 
 
Does this mean Partner Playlists are going away?  
Not at all – this means Partner Playlists are getting better! We know you love them and your customers 
love them too. Our agreement with Spotify will allow us to find new ways for partners to contribute to 
the music in our stores. Stay tuned.  
 
What is “Stars as Currency” and will this term be used for other offers?  
Stars as Currency represents the first time Starbucks loyalty program members can be accessed by a 
third party for the benefit of Starbucks MSR members. Through this enhancement, MSR members will 
be able to earn stars through non-Starbucks purchases (like a Spotify Premium subscription!) and will 
be able to redeem those stars on Starbucks products.  
 
Will this have any impact to the Pick of the Week program?  
We are working with Apple to adapt the Pick of the Week program to accommodate our new music 
partner in Spotify. Our plan is to continue to work with Apple as we evolve our partner and customer 
digital experiences.   
 
When will I get my premium subscription to Spotify?  
We know – we’re excited too! But we don’t have a specific date at this time. Later this summer, we will 
share details with US partners on how you can activate your Spotify Premium subscription.  
 
What kind of device do I need to have to access my Spotify Premium subscription?  
Any smartphone, computer or tablet will make it possible. Spotify is available on the Apple App Store, 
Google Play, Windows Phone and mobile web, and as standalone program for Mac and Windows 
computers  
 
 


